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The Lending Library is open only to Ambassadors Circle members and can be accessed by calling Karen Cooper at 1-800-662-2386, or 1-501-730-9310, or by emailing kcooper@aetn.org.

Each program listed is available on a first-come, first-served basis and has a two-week loan period.
AETN Productions - DVD

There is no better way to experience Trout Fishing in America than LIVE in concert. My Best Day is just that . . . A live family concert with Grammy-nominated recording artists Keith Grimwood (bass), Ezra Idlet (guitar) with special guest, multi-instrumentalist Fred Bogert. Intelligent, witty and fun, their music cuts across the generations from toddlers to grandparents bringing them together with songs full of the extraordinary as well as the everyday things that make life great!

This DVD contains three special programs featuring the scenic beauty of the Natural State: Arkansas Serenade, Arkansas’ Natural Wonders, and An Arkansas Autumn. With no narration, only inspiring music and the symphony of nature, these three programs celebrate Arkansas’ diversity of landscapes and the majesty of the seasons. 90 minutes.

Bayou Bartholomew – World’s Longest Bayou (2013) DVD
From its meager beginnings in a fern-laden area near Pine Bluff, Arkansas – Bayou Bartholomew has the unique distinction of being the longest bayou in the world. It stretches for 359 miles before emptying in the Ouachita River near Sterlington, LA. It’s one of the most diverse streams in North America, containing 117 species of fish and 197 birds. This one-hour documentary, produced and hosted by Chuck Dovish, explains the history of the bayou dating back 3,000 years. Once overlooked and neglected in American history for its contribution in developing the heart of the Delta, Bayou Bartholomew’s true story is told by the people who lived along it, dating back to the steamboat and plantation days. Approximately 57 minutes

Narrated by George Clooney – Join us for a celebration of the beauty of America’s National Parks. From Yosemite to Mount Rainier, Acadia to the Great Smokey Mountains, it’s an evening of unforgettable imagery and music. Composer Tim Janis provides the lush instrumental score performed live with a fourteen piece concert ensemble. The result is a gorgeous collection of new music inspired by the beauty of America combined with stunning images of our National Parks.

The Buffalo Flows (2009)
Written and produced by Larry Foley, this documentary captures this outstanding 135 mile river, free of dams, that was the first national river to be designated in the United States. It’s a story about the bluffs and trees, flowers
and birds, and giant elk. It’s also about the people who make their homes in Buffalo River country year round. 60 minutes.

**Celebrating Arkansas IV (2004) - DVD**
Watch daring souls hang glide through the River Valley at the Mt. Nebo End of Summer Fly-In. Check out the Wild Hog Music and Motorcycle Festival in Helena. See beautiful and pampered pets at the Arkansas Feline Fancier Associations’ Annual Cat Show. The brick car derby is sure to delight kids at Brickfest in Malvern. And groove to the blues at Blues in the Natural State in Fayetteville, the Riverfront Blues Festival in Fort Smith, and the legendary King Biscuit Blues Festival in Helena. Approximately 60 minutes.

**Champion Trees (2014) – DVD**
This original AETN documentary celebrates the reverence these centuries-old trees can evoke in all who see them. Featured in the program are Hot Springs artist Linda Williams Palmer and her remarkably detailed drawings of the natural arboreal wonders. After watching this documentary, viewers will gain a new appreciation of the stately giants, never again seeing them as “just trees.” Approximately 56 minutes.

*City of Visitors* tells the story of how a small Southern town underwent decades of struggle over its moral and civic identity. Told through the eyes of local historians, journalists, and those who grew up in Hot Springs, the documentary paints a vivid picture of the transformations that took place in America’s Southern states after World War II when the old systems of patronage and machine politics gave way to civil rights and open government. 90 minutes.

**Exploring Arkansas – Arkansas's National Parks (2009) – DVD**
Host Chuck Dovish takes viewers on a tour of Arkansas's six national parks in this one hour special. Included are: Hot Springs National Park, Buffalo National River, Pea Ridge National Military Park, Arkansas Post National Memorial, Little Rock Central High National Historic Site; and Fort Smith National Historic Site. 60 minutes.

Set to music with no narration, this program captures the antics of baby animals as they play, eat and explore the world around them. From backyard pets to our farmland friends and wild woodland babies, this video is sure to delight everyone in the whole family. 40 minutes.
Historic Bridges of Arkansas (2005) – DVD
AETN partnered with the Arkansas Highway Department to produce this program in order to preserve Arkansas’ historic bridges, several of which are lost each year to the ravages of time and the demands of a modern roadway system. Featured in the program is Hendrix College Assistant Professor of Art Maxine Payne, an artist and photographer who spent three years traveling throughout Arkansas to photograph and chronicle historic bridges for the highway department. While Payne is responsible for visually capturing the bridges’ unique qualities and connections to the lives of Arkansans, Robert Scoggin, historic resources coordinator for the AR Highway Department, presents the “hard facts” about the structures as well as the importance of the bridges’ preservation.

It Started Here: Early Arkansas & The Louisiana Purchase (2003) - DVD
Chronicles the people and land of Arkansas, the signing of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the story of the 1815 land survey that began in a swamp in Eastern Arkansas and leads up to Arkansas statehood in 1836. 30 minutes.

The Lost Squadron Trilogy (2005) – DVD
A “must see” for aviation enthusiasts, this trilogy brings to life the history of the P-38 war bird, from the history of the lost squadron crash and abandonment on the Greenland ice cap during WWII, to the expedition that recovered one of the P-38s and the restoration work on the aircraft, and its remarkable rebirth and first flight. Includes The Lost Squadron, When Lightening Struck: Saga of An American War Plane, and The Flight of Glacier Girl.

The Old Gray Lady: Arkansas’s First Newspaper (2006) – DVD
The Story of the Arkansas Gazette 1819-1991. Academy Award Winning actress Mary Steenburgen lends her voice to the telling of the long proud history of The Old Gray Lady. From her beginning in 1819, before Arkansas was even a state, to her final day October 18, 1991. Produced in cooperation with the University of Central Arkansas.

America’s tribute to our “Greatest Generation,” the National World War II Memorial, wasn’t dedicated until the spring of 2004 – 59 years after the war ended. In June, AETN arranged for 47 Arkansas World War II veterans to visit the memorial in Washington, D.C., in a “Tribute Tour.” Watch as these veterans tour the nation’s capital and reflect on their war years in this 90-minute film.
**Special Programs (PBS) - DVD**

**Alfie Live – The Bringing Him Home Tour (2012) – DVD**
Live at the Royal Festival Hall in London, at Alfie Boe’s sell out tour, the star of Les Miserables and much loved tenor showcases his mesmerizing and outstanding voice in his very own show ‘Bring Him Home’. Alfie is also joined on stage for some unique performances by some very special guests including Matt Lucas, Melanie C., Tom Fletcher from McFly, Claude-Michel Schonberg and Shakira Riddell-Morales. The people’s favorite tenor delights with a truly magical performance. Running Time 1 hour 57 minutes

**Alone in the Wilderness (2003) – DVD**
To live in a pristine land unchanged by man…to roam a wilderness through which few other humans have passed…to choose an idyllic site, cut trees, and build a log cabin…to be a self-sufficient craftsman, making what is needed from materials available…thousands have had such dreams but Richard Proenneke lived them. This DVD is a simple account of the day-to-day explorations and activities he carried out alone, and the constant chain of nature’s events that kept him company. 60 minutes

**American Experience: God in America (2010) – DVD**
Since the days when the Puritan "city on a hill" beckoned on the horizon of the New World, religious faith and belief have forged America's ideals, molded its identity and shaped its sense of mission at home and abroad. In this 6 episode DVD *God in America* explores the tumultuous 400-year history of the intersection of religion and public life in America, from the first European settlements to the 2008 presidential election. Approximately 6 hours

**American Experience: We Shall Remain (2009) – DVD**
A groundbreaking miniseries that establishes Native history as an essential part of American history. Five documentaries span three hundred years to tell the story of pivotal moments in U.S. history from the Native American perspective. Benjamin Bratt narrates. Disc One includes “After the Mayflower” and “Tecumseh’s Vision.” Disc Two includes “Trail of Tears,” “Geronimo” and “Wounded Knee.” Each disc approx. 3 hours.

Director Robert Stone traces the origins of the modern environmental movement through the eyes of nine Americans who propelled the movement from its beginnings in the 1950s.
The wildly disparate yet fatefully entwined stories of assassin James Earl Ray and his target Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Anne of Green Gables – A New Beginning (2009) – DVD
It is 1945 and Anne Shirley has returned to Prince Edward Island for an extended visit. On a whim, she agrees to write a play for a theatre producer, with hopes that it will keep her busy enough to keep her mind off of her only son who is in service in the War overseas. But a long-hidden secret in the form of a letter from her errant father, discovered under the floorboards at Green Gables, provides a distraction of its own. Anne finally reveals the astonishing truth about her father, the origins of her quest for “kindred spirits” and the roots of her brilliant imagination. Running Time 144 minutes

As Times Goes By: Reunion Special (2005) – DVD
The two-part special picks up some time after the original series left off and reveals Jean Pargetter’s (Dame Judi Dench) great anticipation for grandchildren – much to husband Lionel's (Geoffrey Palmer) dismay. With son-in-law Alistair and daughter Judy having problems, things don’t look too promising. But will Jean’s dream of becoming a grandmother come true when Sandy and her husband Harry return from Canada? 120 minutes.

Blue Man Group: Inside the Tube (2007) – DVD

Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band: Live in NYC (2001) – DVD
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band's emotional ten-night stand at Madison Square Garden inspired an Emmy-winning HBO special, a critically acclaimed live album, and now this 2-DVD set, featuring 11 songs not included in the HBO broadcast, as well as "NYC Serenade," a 15-minute featurette culled from rare interview, concert and rehearsal footage. 190 minutes

Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli grew up in Lajatico, Tuscany where his family still farms. A special theater was built on the nearby slopes for a one-night concert of his greatest popular hits along with new songs performed to honor the occasion. 155 Minutes
Live at the Royal Conservatory of Music, tenors Victor Micallef, Clifton Murray, Remigio Pereira and Fraser Walters present classics such as Adagio, Ave Maria and Non Ti Scordar Di Me along with current favorites like Because We Believe, The Prayer and Hallelujah.

Celtic Thunder (2008) – DVD
Introducing five spectacular singers - Ryan, Paul, Keith, George, and Damian (only 14 years old when this was taped) – the program showcases these Irish gentlemen singing traditional, popular and some original works in their debut performance.

Celtic Thunder Christmas (2010) – DVD
This musical release from Celtic group Celtic Thunder captures a live, holiday themed performance by the band, recorded in Poughkeepsie, New York. The concert features songs like "Going Home for Christmas," "Let It Snow," "Christmas Morning Donegal," and more. Approximately 1 hour

Celtic Thunder – Voyage (2012) – DVD
Celtic Thunder VOYAGE takes a journey through the varying styles of Celtic and Irish music, from old and traditional standards such as Lagan Love and Maid of Culmore to more contemporary, modern Irish songs, Past The Point of Rescue, Ride On and All Day Long, stopping at lively ensembles Galway Girl and a tribute to the Clancy Brothers in the Clancy Brother Medley along the way. Runtime 1 hour

Celtic Thunder – Voyage II (2012) – DVD
The ensemble performances in this DVD highlight the diversity of Irish music and song, from the sweet nostalgia of Song for the Mira to the upbeat fan favorites Place in the Choir and Ireland’s Call and the raucous Irish Party song, Seven Drunken Nights. Keith and Neil face off on guitars in Whiskey In The Jar, while guest artist 13 year old Daniel Furlong joins Keith to perform a tongue in cheek version of the Disney classic You’ve Got A Friend In Me. Solo performances include Emmet Cahill's My Irish Molly-O, and Ryan Kelly’s take on the Garth Brook hit Friends in Low Places. George Donaldson delivers a great version of the much-loved ballad Cat’s In the Cradle, a tribute to his music idol, Harry Chapin. Runtime 1 hour

Celtic Woman (2004) – DVD
The original program introducing Chloe Agnew, Orla Fallon, Lisa Kelly, Meav Ni Mhaolchath and Mairead Nesbitt during their sold out concert recorded live at The Helix Centre in Dublin, Ireland, as they perform traditional, popular and classic songs. 83 minutes. (Also VHS)
Live at Slane Castle, Ireland. Featuring Vocalists: Chloe Agnew, Orla Fallon, Hayley Westenra, Lisa Kelly, Meav Ni Mhaolchath and Solo Fiddle: Mairead Nesbitt. 25 Song Selections include Danny Boy, You Raise Me Up, Beyond the Sea, Somewhere over the Rainbow, The Blessing, Caledonia, Mo Ghile Mere, The Prayer and more. (Also VHS)

Live from Dublin, Ireland. Holiday Hits performed by Chloe, Lisa, Meav, Orla and Mairead include Silent Night, White Christmas, The First Noel, The Wexford Carol, Christmas Pipes, Panis Angelicus, O Come All Ye Faithful and other holiday favorites.

Chris Botti LIVE (2005) – DVD
Live at the Wilshire Theatre, Los Angeles with Trumpeter Chris Botti performs with orchestra & special guests. Special appearance by Sting, Jill Scott, Paula Cole, Burt Bacharach, Renee Olstead, Paul Buchanan and Gladys Knight. 146 Minutes

A Climbers Journey is a deeply stirring visual and emotional experience, combining the rare talents of world-renown rock climber, Ron Kauk and Jeff Ball who makes the Native American cedar flute come to life. 51 minutes

Craft in America: Season One (2007) – DVD
This program offers a journey to the artists, origins and techniques of American craft. Season one includes three episodes: “Memory” takes a personal tour through craft’s history in America and juxtaposes stories of some of our country’s most prominent craft artists against this larger historical context of craft itself. “Landscape” focuses on the relationship between the artists and their physical environment, how natural materials become finished works of art. “Community” explores the community activity of craft work. Approx. 3 hours.

Taped at the Helix Theatre on the campus of Dublin City University, in Ireland, this concert includes multi-dimensional hymns, up tempo gospel and pop songs, and two heartening originals written by Daniel. Backed by the magnificent 70-voice Irish Philharmonic Choir, 65-piece full orchestra and gospel group The Omega Singers. 1 hour and 52 minutes.

Featuring Special Guests: The Lennon Sisters, Charley Pride, Jo Ann Castle, The Gatlin Brothers, Pam Tillis, The Dublin City Dancers and Mary Duff.
Daniel O'Donnell sings heart-warming medleys, standard classics and sweet loving harmonies. Taped in Branson, Missouri. 190 minutes.

Recorded at The Point Depot, Dublin, Ireland. Performances include Elvis Medley, Blue Suede Shoes, Teenager in Love, Where the Boys Are, Beatles Medley, Ticket to Ride, Day Dream Believer, Donna, Rockin’ Robin, Cliff Richard Medley and The Moon of Love Medley. Total 130 minutes.

Violin virtuoso David Garrett performs at Berlin’s Tempodrom Arena. The concert showcases his unique and wholly individual style and the diverse selection of songs represents David’s love for many genres and his remarkable ability to tackle each with unsurpassed enthusiasm and talent. From “Smooth Criminal” to “Thunderstruck,” Vivaldi’s “Summer” to Bach’s “Air,” and original work “Chelsea Girl,” David Garrett proves he is a master technician and outstanding performer. 57 minutes.

**David Garrett Rock Symphonies (2011) – DVD**
This musical release from German violinist David Garrett captures a live performance by the musician, consisting exclusively of instrumental virtuoso arrangements of epic rock songs, like "Smells Like Teen Spirit", "Mission Impossible", "Serenade", "I'll Stand By You", and more. Approximately 2 hours

**Death in Paradise Season 1 (2013) – DVD**
Sent to the tiny island of Saint-Marie to solve a mysterious murder, quintessentially British cop Richard Poole is a complete fish out of water. Awaiting Richard is a ramshackle station and a very different type of policing. His new partner, Camille Bordey, is instinctive, feisty, and brilliant, and the rest of the team certainly has its own unique way of doing things. Though Richard would never admit it, they make a perfect team. Approximately 8 hours

**Death in Paradise Season 2 (2013) – DVD**
Detective Richard Poole is still trapped on the stunning Caribbean island of Saint-Marie, but, for him, the sun, sea, and sand aren’t quite paradise. Faced with puzzling murders and a local team with unorthodox approaches, Poole must use his eye for detail, relentless logic, and stubborn refusal to leave anything unexplained to solve these cases. He’s joined by partner Camille Bordey: instinctive, wild, exotic, and brilliant. Approximately 8 hours

**Depression Out of the Shadows (2008) – DVD**
Many Americans are keeping an important, possibly deadly secret: depression. Approximately 15 million American adults live with this devastating disease which affects all age, race, gender, and socioeconomic
groups. Through the voices, and stories of people living with depression, and interviews with scientists, Depression: Out of the Shadows provides a portrait of the disease never before seen on American television. 120 minutes

**Doo Wop 50 Volumes One & Two (1999) – DVD**
The greatest vocal groups of all time reunite to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Doo Wop. Join host Jerry Butler and some of history’s greatest doo-wop performers from the 50’s and 60’s as they celebrate five decades of vocal magic. Hits like Only You, Great Pretender, Earth Angel, Heart and Soul, Unchained Melody, Sincerely, Life is But a Dream, I Only Have Eyes for You, Never Say Goodbye and more. Total 140 minutes.

**Doo Wop 51 (2000) – DVD**
The greatest vocal groups reunite to celebrate the 51st Anniversary of Doo Wop. Recorded live May 16-17, 2000 at the Benedum Center for the Performing Arts in Pittsburg, PA. Hits include The Lion Sleeps Tonight, This Magic Moment, Why Do Fools Fall in Love, Rama Lama Ding Dong, The Stroll, Poison Ivy, Crying in the Chapel. 129 minutes.

Recorded live on location in Zimbabwe. Don Williams performs his hits I’m Just a Country Boy, Lord, I Hope this Day is Good, Tulsa Time, Some Broken Hearts Never Mend, I Believe in You and more. 60 minutes

**Downton Abbey Season 1 (2011) – DVD**
Downton Abbey is an episodic drama chronicling the experiences of the Crawleys, an aristocratic Edwardian family, and their legion of servants who attend them upon their estate, after which the series is titled. Filmed at Highclere Castle and created by Julian Fellowes, it stars Dame Maggie Smith, Hugh Bonneville, Elizabeth McGovern, and Shirley MacLaine. Approximately 6 hours on 3 Discs

**Downton Abbey Season 2 (2012) – DVD**
Season 2 of the Emmy® Award-winning Downton Abbey returns as The Great War rages across Europe, and not even the serene Yorkshire countryside is free from its effects. The men and women of Downton are doing their part both on the front lines and the home front, but the intensity of war only serves to inflame the more familiar passions love, loss, blackmail, and betrayal. Approximately 6 hours on 3 Discs

**Downton Abbey Season 3 (2013) – DVD**
The Great War is over and a long-awaited engagement is on, but all is not tranquil at Downton Abbey as wrenching social changes, romantic intrigues, and personal crises grip the majestic English country estate for a third thrilling
season. As other great houses are crippled psychologically and financially in the wake of World War I, Robert, Earl of Grantham, sticks to his duty to maintain Downton more firmly than ever. But in this changing landscape nothing is assured, and could it be that even the war-weary Crawleys must fight a new battle to safeguard their beloved Downton? Approximately 6 hours on 3 Discs

**Downton Abbey Season 4 (2014) – DVD**
The sweeping Downton Abbey saga continues with a fourth season of drama, romance, and family intrigue. Dame Maggie Smith stars as Violet, the stubborn Dowager Countess of Grantham, matriarch of Downton. Hugh Bonneville stars as her son, the stoic Lord Crawley; Elizabeth McGovern is his American wife, Cora, and Michelle Dockery is their daughter Lady Mary. Approximately 6 hours on 3 Discs

**Downton Abbey Season 5 (2015) – DVD**
Season 5 of the international hit finds the Crawley family and the staff struggling with responsibilities and choices as they adjust to life in the Roaring Twenties. The beloved ensemble cast includes Dame Maggie Smith, Elizabeth McGovern, Hugh Bonneville, Michelle Dockery, Jim Carter, Joanne Froggatt, and a host of others. Approximately 6 hours on 3 Discs

**An Enchanted Evening Tim Janis (2007) – DVD**
New-age musician Tim Janis performs nearly twenty songs during the course of this concert. The set list includes "Danny Boy," "Come Home to Me," "Star Island," and "Beneath the Wings of an Angel." Features uplifting music with Tim Janis performing timeless favorites alongside some of his most beautiful compositions. Filmed before a live audience, the program features Celtic instrumentation and songs of inspiration. Approximate 2 hours 12 minutes

**Eyes On The Prize: America’s Civil Rights Movement Volume I (1986)**

**The Fairytale Land of Beauty (2011) – DVD**
Live in concert at Louis De Geer Norrkoping, Sweden. The Fairytale deftly weaves folklore and music from around the world into a lush and eclectic symphonic journey. A moving, musical love story, The Fairytale is the epic saga of an unusual couple who fall in love, lose each other, and are finally reunited in an altogether different world. 60 minutes
**The Funny Blokes of British Comedy (2005) – DVD**
Join host Lenny Henry (*Chef*) in honoring the careers and contributions of John Cleese (*Fawlty Towers*), Geoffrey Palmer (*As Times Goes By*), Ardal O’Hanlon (*Father Ted*), John Inman (*Are You Being Served?*), and many more funny blokes. With clips of their funniest moments and new interviews. Approximately 74 minutes.

Join Patricia Routledge (*Keeping Up Appearances*), Dawn French (*The Vicar of Dibley*), Prunella Scales (*Fawlty Towers*), Mollie Sugden (*Are You Being Served?*), and many more funny ladies in this celebration of their careers and contributions. Combining new interviews with clips of their funniest moments, you get to go behind the scenes of your favorite Britcoms. Approximately 124 minutes.

**Garden Rx: Top Ten Remedies (2005) – DVD**

**Garden Rx: Gardening the Natural Way (2005) – DVD**
Television host Loren Nancarrow will introduce you to the a variety of safe, natural, easy solutions for lawn care, gardens, house-plants, trees and all kinds of pesky pests. Three episodes.

**Gardening with Jerry Baker: Year ‘Round Flower Care (1999) – DVD**
In this gardening special, Jerry assumes the role of an artist, showing you how to paint a gorgeous green scene using flowers as your palette, and your yard as a canvas. Jerry takes you step-by-step through the growing season, sharing hundreds of his fantastic flower growing tips and tricks. With Jerry’s help you too can create an outdoor masterpiece full of rich, vibrant colors that will last all season long.

**Gardening with Jerry Baker: Year ‘Round Lawn Care (1999) – DVD**
Jerry treats lawn care as a labor of love, instead of what most folks think of as a love of labor. He takes you step-by-step, season-by-season through the growing year, from early spring clean-up right on through to the final fall shut down. Along the way, Jerry shares hundreds of his tips and tricks using his usual array of beer, soap and ammonia.
Gardening with Jerry Baker: Year ‘Round Rose Care (1999) – DVD
Listen up! Growing gorgeous roses has never been easier!! In this gardening special, Jerry shows you how to grow a glorious rose garden, season-by-season. By the time you're through, you'll be itchin’ to start a rose garden or two of your own.

Jerry shows you how to grow the tastiest vegetables ever, step-by-step, through the growing season. Starting with early spring planning and finishing with fall harvest clean-up, you'll learn everything you always wanted to know about growing vegetable so that the tastiest ones end up in your yard instead of the corner market.

Glenn Miller Spectacular All the Greatest Hits (2004) – DVD
Dance until your feet hurt with The Glenn Miller Spectacular! This foot-stomping extravaganza includes all the great "big band" hits of the Glenn Miller Orchestra, under the direction of Larry O'Brien. Shot on location at the glorious world-renowned Manhattan Center Ballroom featuring top-flight musicians plus hundreds of music-loving fans "cutting up the rug." Even after sixty years, Glenn Miller's musical arrangements are still heard 'round the world. In just four years, Glenn Miller scored 23 number one hits, more than Elvis or the Beatles! 80 minutes

Golden Years of British Comedy: The Swinging Sixties (1960) – DVD
Priceless moments of comedy featuring some of the now legendary comedy performers from the 1960’s, a decade that witnessed the birth of satirical comedy. Get your laughing gear ready for these classic clips from stage and screen. This program is a hilarious mix of the surreal and the traditional…it’s so funny you can almost smell the nostalgia! 67 minutes

Great American Song Book (2003) – DVD
Celebrating 100 Years of Music in America. Hosted by Michael Feinstein tracing popular music from its roots in ballads, minstrel shows through the jazz age, big bands, Broadway and Hollywood. 174 minutes

Celebrate 30 years of the Metropolitan Opera on PBS, with Great Moments at The Met: Viewer’s Choice. You, the viewing audience, called the tune by voting for your favorite scenes from three decades of unforgettable telecasts. Enjoy an all-star countdown of your most cherished Met moments. 80 minutes

In a New York City nightclub setting, Lotti introduces this genre of music with some of America's favorites such as Bing Crosby’s "Just a Gigolo," Perry
Como’s "Caterina" and Dean Martin’s "That’s Amore." Original compositions by Helmut such as, "Take it with a Smile" and "How Could I Ever Forget You," are also part of Lotti’s repertoire. 126 minutes

Host Mari Frank shows you the slippery tricks fraudsters use. She’ll help you safeguard your identity and regain your good name if you become a victim. 60 minutes (Also VHS)

James Taylor: A Musiccares Person of the Year Tribute (2006) – DVD
Jackson Browne, David Crosby, Sheryl Crow, Dixie Chicks, Carol King, Bonnie Raitt, Bruce Springsteen, Sting and Keith Urban join James Taylor singing his hits. 94 minutes

Recorded live at his Bayreuth concert in Germany, this concert was the climax of Last’s 2000 orchestra and choir tour. This program features traditional James Last favorites – Don’t Cry For Me Argentina, My Way and the legendary “a go-go” arrangements of chart topping pop songs from the Beatles to the theme from Titanic. 95 minutes.

This live performance DVD includes songs such as “Always On My Mind,” “Hero,” and “Hip Hop Polka III.” It also includes a bonus behind the scenes documentary. 100 minutes.

Joe Bonamassa: Live from the Royal Albert Hall (2009) – DVD
This DVD captures the intensity and excitement of the May 2009 show that marked Bonamassa’s headlining debut at arguably the most prestigious concert venue in the world. 165 minutes

This special collection includes two programs which detail the incredible six-decade career of Johnny Cash, the 10-time Grammy-winning artist, through performances, rare archival footage and photos. This DVD includes the bonus documentary “Half Mile A Day” which is told by special friends, including Waylon Jennings, Jerry Lee Lewis, Kris Kristofferson, Billy Bob Thornton, Marty Stuart, and Rodney Crowell. 143 minutes.

This documentary follows the country star through the gates of the dark prison to reveal a moment flush with ramifications. Featuring exclusive interviews with those who accompanied Cash at Folsom Prison, friends and family, and inmates who witnessed the show, the documentary examines Cash through
the lens of January 13, 1968. New footage filmed inside Folsom Prison, dramatic photographs by Jim Marshall, and rare archival material featuring Cash illustrate the album and concert’s importance in a new gripping way. 2 hours 10 minutes

**John Denver Rocky Mountain High Live in Japan (2009) – DVD**
Arguably one of the most beloved American performers of the 20th century, John Denver had a career that saw him sell over 40 million albums worldwide while winning numerous awards, including 2 Grammy® Awards, 3 AMA’s, 1 Emmy and 2 CMA’s. "Rocky Mountain High: Live In Japan" is a 1981 concert from his 7-show tour of Japan and features a wonderful selection of hits from his career, including 4 of his 5 #1 hits: "Annie's Song", "Calypso", "Sunshine On My Shoulders" & "Thank God I'm A Country Boy". 74 minutes

**Lark Rise To Candleford: The Complete Second Season (2010) – DVD**
The second season sees the arrival of rich and worldly James Dowland, a successful businessman who has come to transform Candleford and bring it new prosperity. It’s not long before he is sparring with spirited post-mistress Doras and aggravating the pride of the male Lark Risers with his business acumen and somewhat overbearing manner. Includes the 75 minute Christmas special.

**Last Tango in Halifax (2013) –DVD**
A heartwarming and uplifting drama, childhood sweethearts Alan and Celia both widowed and in their 70s, fall for each other all over again when they are reunited on the internet after nearly 60 years. Their relationship is a celebratory tale of the power of love at any age. But this is also a story about family, and with family comes baggage. Celia’s respectable, head teacher daughter Caroline is juggling bringing up two boys and dealing with her husband’s infidelity, while Alan’s rebellious, complicated middle-aged daughter Gillian struggles to make a living on a beautiful but bleak farm. 336 minutes

**Lawrence Welk: God Bless America (2003) –DVD**
4 Act musical. Most dramatic patriotic music special ever produced starring the Welk Musical Family. It salutes America’s freedoms and the enduring courage and strength of the American people. This all-new special is co-hosted by Mary Lou Metzger and Tom Netherton. 100 minutes

**Lawrence Welk: Milestones and Memories (2001) – DVD**
An all-new 5-act, musical reunion special celebrating the Welk Show's remarkable longevity, and accomplishments. The special includes over 30 favorite songs and musical numbers, plus a special medley of 25 more songs in the final act, all performed on stage at the Champagne Theatre in Branson, MO. The Welk stars and musicians are the guides on this unforgettable
musical journey through the 20th century, recalling entertaining stories from the past and some of the Show’s historic milestones, illustrated by rare footage and photographs. 2 hours 30 minutes

**Lawrence Welk: Precious Memories (2005) – DVD**
Taped before a live audience at the Welk Resort Theatre, in Branson, Missouri, featuring 15 stars from the Welk Musical Family, including the Lennon Sisters, Ralna English, Guy Hovis, Jo Ann Castle, Norma Zimmer Mary Lou Metzger, Tom Netherton, Jack Imel, Ken Delo, Dick Dale, Gail Farrell, Bob Ralston, and Joe Feeney. There are more than 30 inspirational and songs of faith. 80 minutes

**Learn Any Language with Barry Farber (2006) – DVD**
By using Barry Farber’s system you will soon learn a new language quickly, easily, inexpensively, enjoyably on your own. The ability to speak a foreign language brings tremendous advantages—better job opportunities, enjoyable travel experiences, and the satisfaction of learning a new skill. 120 minutes

Experience the event of a lifetime with this spectacular 25th anniversary celebration of one of the most popular musicals ever written, Les Miserables. Honoring 25 years of this incredible show, this film captures the excitement of two magnificent sold-out performances that were watched live around the world. With a phenomenal all-star cast, including pop star Nick Jonas (Jonas Brothers), Tony Award winner Lea Salonga (singing voice of Disney’s Mulan and Princess Jasmine), and over 500 additional artists and musicians, revel in the songs of the unforgettable characters as they struggle for redemption and revolution. 2 hours 50 minutes

**Live in Berlin Max Raabe & Palast Orchester Heute Nacht Oder Nie (2010) – DVD**
The DVD features a February 2009 performance from Max Raabe & The Palast Orchester in Berlin, Germany’s Admiralpalast. Also included in this “Making of” the concert tour and the DVD itself, as well as an audio CD containing 10 previously unreleased tracks that are not featured on the DVD-Live Performance. 155 minutes

**Margaret Mitchell American Rebel (2012) – DVD**
Margaret Mitchell American Rebel tells the compelling story of the author’s life. Through dramatic reenactments and interviews with top Mitchell scholars, Margaret Mitchell emerges as a complex and fascinating woman who had much in common with her iconic creation, Scarlett O Hara. 60 minutes
Masterpiece “Miss Austen Regrets” (2007) – DVD
Based on the life and letters of Jane Austen, Miss Austen Regrets tells the story of the novelist's final years, examining why, despite setting the standard for romantic fiction, she died having never married or met her own Mr. Darcy. Miss Austen Regrets dramatizes the lost loves of Austen's life, including Harris Bigg, whose proposal she accepted and then rejected; Edward Brydges, whom she also refused; the tongue-tied vicar she teased mercilessly; and the young surgeon who arrived on the scene too late to steal her heart. 95 minutes

Masterpiece Classic “Small Island” (2010) – DVD
The moving saga of two couples – one Jamaican, one English – whose lives intertwine in both friendship and tragic misunderstanding in post-World War II Britain.

Masterpiece Contemporary “Endgame” (2009) – DVD
A nation teeters on the brink of civil war in this real-life political thriller about the negotiations that led to the end of apartheid in South Africa. Seemingly doomed to failure, the secret talks were held against a backdrop of terrorism, spying, blackmail, and escalating unrest. The international cast includes Chiwetel Ejiofor, William Hurt, Jonny Lee Miller, Michael Young, Derek Jacobi and Clarke Peters. Approx. 120 minutes.

Masterpiece Contemporary “Collision” (2009) – DVD
The investigation of a multi-vehicle road accident unravels the shocking secrets of the complete strangers involved, revealing government cover-ups, smuggling, embezzlement, and murder.

Masterpiece Contemporary “Place of Execution” (2009) – DVD
A 13-year-old girl vanishes from an English village, and the mystery deepens 40 years later when a high-profile journalist arrives to make a film about it. What she finds shatters the lives of all involved.

Masterpiece Mystery! “Endeavour” Series 1 (2013) – DVD
Endeavour Morse, a detective constable when we meet him in the mid-1960s, is an Oxford dropout, a self-kept young man, somewhat socially awkward and a bit of a hothead; he loves opera and the ladies, often at the same time. He's unafraid to breach cop protocol when working on a case; but he's also necrophobic, liable to faint in the presence of a dead body. And while he's a detective of Sherlock Holmesian brilliance, he's also precocious and more than capable of making mistakes. We know Morse's smarts will eventually prevail. 7.5 hours
Masterpiece Mystery “Foyle’s War Series VI” (2010) – DVD
The war in Europe is over, and Inspector Foyle hopes his crime-fighting days are too. But murder knows no respite in the seaside town of Hastings. Includes “The Russian House,” “Killing Time,” and “The Hide.”

Masterpiece Mystery “Sherlock” Season 1 (2010) – DVD
A thrilling contemporary version of Sherlock Holmes, starring Benedict Cumberbatch as the detective set in 21st century London. Fast paced, funny and true to the hero’s fantastic gifts for deduction. Three episodes: “A Study In Pink,” “The Blind Banker,” and “The Great Game.”

Masterpiece Mystery “Sherlock” Season 2 (2012) – DVD
This sophomore season exceeds the pleasures and promise of the Emmy-nominated first season with three feature-length mysteries that fully test Holmes’s mettle and cunning, and shake his very high self-regard. The first and third episodes do full justice to two figures who loom large in the Holmes canon.

Masterpiece Mystery “Sherlock” Season 3 (2014) – DVD
The question on everyone’s lips is finally answered as the hugely popular Sherlock returns in three brand new action-packed adventures. With the demise of Moriarty, he finds himself locked in another mind battle with the powerful Charles Augustus Magnusen, who is holding the secrets of the world at his fingertips. Once again, the game is on for Sherlock and John (Martin Freeman, The Hobbit) in The Empty Hearse, The Sign of Three, and finally, His Last Vow.

Masterpiece Mystery “Wallander” (2009) – DVD
In the seaside town of Ystad, Sweden, Inspector Kurt Wallander has been solving crimes for his entire middle-aged career, and seeing his life spiral out of control. He has recently broken up with his wife, his blood sugar is going haywire, his daughter is trying to ruin his life and his artist father is succumbing to dementia. But a personal life as bleak as the existential landscape is just what a Nordic cop needs to focus his mind on a maelstrom of bizarre crimes in three fiendishly complicated cases – “Sidetracked,” “Firewall,” and “One Step Behind.” Approx. 3 hours total.

Masterpiece Mystery “Wallander II” (2010) – DVD
Swedish cop Kurt Wallander is back to cover three new cases in “Faceless Killers,” “The Man Who Smiled,” and “The Fifth Woman.” Each episode 90 minutes.
Masterpiece 40 Years “Page Eight” & ”The Song of Lunch” (2011) – DVD
Double Feature: “Page Eight” – An aging spy stumbles on an international scandal that could bring down the British government. But will it bring down his own career fist? Bill Nighy (state of Play) stars, with Michael Gambon (Harry Potter), Ralph Weisz (The Constant Gardener), who plays the agent's mysterious next-door neighbor. “The Song of Lunch” – Two ex-lovers meet for lunch at their favorite haunt from years before. Will sparks reignite? Will some other explosion ensue? Emma Thompson (Sense and Sensibility) and Alan Rickman (Harry Potter) star in this funny, bittersweet drama adapted from Christopher Reid’s captivating poem. Approximately 2 hours each.

Metropolitan Opera: Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin (2007) – DVD
Filmed live at the Metropolitan Opera, New York. Robert Carsen’s beautifully evocative staging highlights the personal drama of the heart of Pushkin's tragedy of unrequited love, and Valery Gergiev conducts a thrilling account of Tchaikovsky’s most intense passionate score. 156 minutes

Metropolitan Opera: Vincenzo Bellini’s I Puritani (2007) – DVD
I Puritani performed live at the Metropolitan Opera, New York featuring the Metropolitan Orchestra, Chorus, Ballet and Passionate score. 171 minutes

Filmed at the Point Theatre in Dublin, “Lord of the Dance” takes Irish dancing to spectacular new heights. Orchestrated and conducted by Anne Dudley, inspiring original music by Ronan Hardiman and exhilarating dance starring the sensational Michael Flatley with supporting characters Bernadette Flynn, Daire Nolan, Gillian Norris, Helen Egan and Anne Buckley—‘Lord of the Dance’ is a rare and magical experience. 90 minutes.

Mister Rogers & Me (2012) – DVD
After Rogers’ death in 2003, Wagner and his brother, Christofer, set out to learn more about the man himself and discover what he meant by “deep and simple.” The brothers come to know more than just the man and his luminous legacy. Their personal journey unearths the roots of Mister Rogers’ values, unmasks the forces acting against depth and simplicity, and helps them to develop the means to lead deeper, simpler lives. 70 minutes

Mr. Selfridge the Showman Behind the Retail Empire (2012) – DVD
Created by Emmy Award-winning writer Andrew Davies (Pride and Prejudice, Bleak House), Mr. Selfridge brings to life the story of American entrepreneur Harry Gordon Selfridge, the colorful and visionary founder of Selfridge’s, London’s lavish department store. Pioneering and reckless, with an almost manic energy, Selfridge created a theater of retail for early 1900’s Londoners.
where any topic or trend that was new, exciting, entertaining – or sometimes just eccentric – was showcased. Approximate 8 hours on 3 discs

Ken Burns six-part documentary on what is a uniquely American idea: that the most precious portions of the land should be preserved, not for royalty or the rich, but for everyone, for all time. It’s the story about these magnificent places and the people who kept them from destruction.

The Rodgers & Hammerstein Collection includes the 50th Anniversary Edition of Carousel (129 Minutes), The King and I (133 Minutes), Oklahoma! (145 minutes), 40th Anniversary Edition of The Sound of Music (174 minutes), Collector’s Edition of South Pacific (157 Minutes) and the 60th Anniversary of State Fair.

**An Original DUCKumentary (2012) – DVD**
Ducks are true originals. They waddle, glide, dive, and dabble and their feathers shimmer with dazzling hues, brilliant iridescence, and come in every color of the rainbow. There are more than 120 different species of ducks in all, a fantastical group of complex characters with names to match – Buffleheads, Canvasbacks, Pintails, Shovelers, Widgeons, and Woodies. Each bird is more fun than the last and will leave you wanting more. Approximate 60 minutes

**Pollyanna: Masterpiece Theatre (2002) – DVD**
Starring Amanda Burton, Kenneth Cranham and Georgina Terry. A young girl reveals how a little positive thinking can make a big difference. Based on the classic novel by Eleanor H. Porter. 100 minutes.

**The Phantom of the Opera at the Royal Albert Hall (2012) – DVD**
In Celebration of the 25th Anniversary of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s *The Phantom of the Opera*, Cameron Mackintosh produced a unique, spectacular staging of the musical on a scale which had never been seen before. Inspired by the original staging by Hal Prince and Gillian Lynne, this lavish, fully-staged production set in the sumptuous Victorian splendor of London’s legendary Royal Albert Hall features a cast and orchestra of over 200, plus some very special guest appearances. 2 hours 40 minutes

Climb inside the cockpit and up close to the human stories behind the high-flying men and women who are the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds. Thrilling Thunderbird aerial footage, captured from demonstrations in the United States, Great Britain, Italy and the Czech Republic is combined with the
personal stories of this elite squadron that personifies America at its proudest. So take a deep breath, fasten your seat belt and try to hang on for the wildest ride of your life!

Six years from its World Premier in Dublin, Ireland, over 13 million people have seen Riverdance worldwide. Recorded live in Geneva. With new dance routines and costumes, Riverdance is even more spectacular than before. 115 minutes.

The Greatest Songs from Early Rock and Roll. Journey back in time for this musical event. Your living room becomes a stage for groups like the Original Imperials, Little Anthony, The Fleetwoods, Little Richard, and more. Shake, rattle and roll for this once in a lifetime performance.

**The Roosevelts: An intimate History (2014) – DVD**
This 7 disc DVD chronicles the lives of Theodore, Franklin, and Eleanor Roosevelt, three members of the most prominent and influential family in American politics. It is the first time in a major documentary television series that their individual stories have been interwoven into a single narrative. This 7-part, 14 hour film follows the Roosevelt’s for more than a century. Approximately 14 hours

**Roy Orbison: Live From Australia (2005) – DVD**
Roy Orbison live concert in 1972 Australia, held at the Festival Hall in Melbourne 3 October. Originally aired only on Australian television in 1973, this footage has remained unavailable until now. For the very first time, we see the legendary Roy Orbison in this rare concert footage filmed during his 4-month 1972 World Tour. Backed by an entire orchestra in addition to his own band. Approximately 1 hour 15 minutes

Roy Orbison plays several of his most popular songs backed by a band full of some of the world’s most famous signers and musicians, such as Jackson Browne, Elvis Costello, Bonnie Raitt, Bruce Springsteen, James Burton, and many more.

**Scott and Bailey Season 1 (2013) – DVD**
A thrilling investigative drama exploring the personal and professional lives of two female detectives. Detective Constable Rachel Bailey is 30, down-to-earth, noisy, argumentative, and single. Her partner, Detective Constable Janet Scott, is 40, a diplomat and a thinker, as well as a wife and mother. They both work for Manchester Metropolitan Police's prestigious Murder
Investigation Team and, despite the obvious differences between them, the fact that they are often thrown together in difficult situations means they have developed a robust friendship. Each episode sees Rachel and Janet face a serious crime that is both challenging and emotionally difficult, as well as cope with their own complex personal lives. 270 minutes

**Scott and Bailey Season 2 (2013) – DVD**
The thrilling investigative drama Scott & Bailey returns for a second season of serious crimes and complex personal struggles. This season Janet and Rachel deal with the brutal murders of two men. At the same time, Janet splits with her husband and struggles to run her family without his support. Rachel is invited to work on a high profile case with her boss DCI Gill Murray. Elsewhere, Rachel's wayward brother turns up on her doorstep. 359 minutes

**Secrets of Highclere Castle (2012) – DVD**
See how life was – and is – lived in Highclere Castle. It may be more famous now than any time in its 1,300-year history as the setting of “Downton Abbey,” but England’s Highclere Castle has its own stories to tell. In its heyday, Highclere was the social epicenter of Edwardian England. See how all the inhabitants of Highclere lived, from the aristocrats who enjoyed a life of luxury to the army of servants toiling “below stairs.” Also find out how the current inhabitants, Lord and Lady Carnarvon, spend their $1 million in annual upkeep funds and what life in a fairytale castle is like today. 60 minutes

**Under the Streetlamp (2012) – DVD**
Inspired by their Four Seasons Idols, The Streetlamp boys (who all appeared in touring companies of the Jersey Boys shows) went on to form their own group which has been touring the country for two years performing hits from the American Radio Songbook. Under the Streetlamp performs an electrifying evening of classic hits in this special recorded at the Star Plaza Theatre in Merrillville, Indiana. Approximately 1 hour 30 minutes

A unique exploration of the Ozarks, a region of awesome natural beauty, whose resources have sometimes been exploited and its people misunderstood. C.W. Gusewelle has written regularly about the area and its charms. In a lyrical journey through all four seasons, he weaves the Ozarks past and present into this memorable 90 minute documentary. 90 minutes

This spectacular and mesmerizing live event includes performances of Standing in Motion, Rainmaker, On Sacred Ground, and candid interviews with Yanni. 110 minutes
Special Programs (PBS) – Blu-ray

**Alfie Live: the Bring Him Home Tour (2012) – Blu-ray**
Live at the Royal Festival Hall in London, at Alfie Boe’s sell out tour, the star of Les Miserables and much loved tenor showcases his mesmerizing and outstanding voice in his very own show ‘Bring Him Home’. Alfie is joined on stage for some unique performances by some very special guests including Matt Lucas, Melanie C., Tom Fletcher from McFly, Claude-Michel Schonberg and Shakira Riddell-Morales. 1 hour 57 minutes

**An Original DUCKumentary (2012) – Blu-ray**
Ducks are true originals. They waddle, glide, dive, and dabble and their feathers shimmer with dazzling hues, brilliant iridescence, and come in every color of the rainbow. There are more than 120 different species of ducks in all, a fantastical group of complex characters with names to match – Buffleheads, Canvasbacks, Pintails, Shovelers, Widgeons, and Woodies. Each bird is more fun than the last and will leave you wanting more. Approximately 60 minutes.

**Earth From Space (2013) – Blu-ray**
A groundbreaking, two-hour special, that reveals a spectacular new space-based vision of our planet. Produced in extensive consultation with NASA scientists, NOVA takes data from earth-observing satellites and transforms it into dazzling visual sequences, each on exposing the intricate and surprising web of forces that sustains life on earth. Witness how dust blown from the Sahara fertilizes the Amazon; how a vast underwater “waterfall” off Antarctica helps drive ocean currents around the world; and how the sun’s heating up the southern Atlantic gives birth to a colossally powerful hurricane. 120 minutes

**Masterpiece Mystery! “Endeavour” Series 1 (2013) – Blu-ray**
Endeavour Morse, a detective constable when we meet him in the mid-1960s, is an Oxford dropout, a self-kept young man, somewhat socially awkward and a bit of a hothead; he loves opera and the ladies, often at the same time. He’s unafraid to breach cop protocol when working on a case; but he’s also necrophobic, liable to faint in the presence of a dead body. And while he’s a detective of Sherlock Holmesian brilliance, he’s also precocious and more than capable of making mistakes. We know Morse’s smarts will eventually prevail. 7.5 hours